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Abstract – Electric automobiles are clean, efficient, and powerful but are limited in range. Hybrid designs seek to enhance range through the use of liquid fuel. The energy, force, and power needs of a typical car are reviewed. The relationship to fuel cells as energy sources is discussed. Opportunities in the electrical arena, the mechanical arena, and the fuel cell arena are presented. Two commercial hybrid vehicle examples are presented. The convergence of developments in these areas will dominate hybrid designs as commercial production continues to ramp up.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is based on [1], in which the sequence of developments in hybrid electric vehicles is described. Added to the discussion of [1] is an overview of key challenges that need to be addressed as modern electric and hybrid vehicles continue to develop. Much present work seeks to develop fuel cells for primary automotive energy, and this recent work motivates a discussion of electrical, mechanical, and fuel cell challenges that will influence electric and hybrid vehicle design through about 2015.

Electric automobiles led the development of other vehicles, appearing by the 1990s and peaking in production after 1910 [2]. The vehicles were clean, easy to use, and required much less maintenance than the gasoline and steam vehicles of the day. Hybrid electric vehicles also appeared very early. Ferdinand Porsche’s early design [3], which can be observed at [4], dates from 1900. It used an engine-generator set, and had electric motors in the wheels for traction. No gear shifting was needed. Both electric and hybrid architectures became less popular as the technologies of fuel-driven engines evolved. Many authorities argue that low fuel cost and the rapid acceptance of the mass-produced Ford Model T led to their decline and virtual disappearance in the 1920s [5].

Hybrid vehicle technology held its ground in larger applications, and remains a significant industrial transportation system today. The diesel-electric locomotive appeared in the 1920s. It uses a large diesel engine to drive an electric generator. Power from the generator is controlled and delivered to electric motors that provide motive force. Many ships, submarines, and large off-road trucks use the same architecture.

Diesel-electric hybrids exhibit the key advantages of a hybrid configuration:

- On-board energy is stored as liquid fuel, with energy per unit mass far greater than batteries, flywheels, or other storage approaches.
- Mechanical energy is converted directly to electric form with no adjustable gearboxes, drive shafts, linkages, or other large mechanical connections.
- The engine can operate near its most efficient conditions since it is decoupled from user needs.
- Energy conversion in electric machines is efficient, with excellent power-to-weight ratio and flexible control.

Thus diesel-electric hybrids remain the transportation system of choice at levels of about 500kW and higher.

II. ENERGY, POWER AND FORCE NEEDS

Energy, power and force requirements dominate many design choices in electric and hybrid vehicles. In an electric car, for example, range is governed by stored energy. Key figures of merit for energy storage include energy per unit mass and power per unit mass. Energy per unit volume can also be important, as in vehicles that use on-board hydrogen fuel. Table I provides a summary based on energy for a few major storage technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage technology</th>
<th>Mass density</th>
<th>Volume density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead-acid batteries</td>
<td>100kJ/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed air, 10 MPa</td>
<td>80kJ/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolytic capacitors</td>
<td>0.2kJ/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-layer capacitors</td>
<td>20kJ/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium-ion batteries</td>
<td>600kJ/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>43000kJ/kg</td>
<td>29000kJ/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen(liquid)</td>
<td>120000kJ/kg</td>
<td>8000kJ/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values in Table I show why batteries have long been the storage approaches for electric cars: even conventional lead-acid cells store much more energy per unit mass than mechanical and electrical alternatives. Even taking into account the limited thermal efficiency of fuel processes, gasoline stores about 100 times as much useful energy per unit mass as lead-acid batteries, and about 20 times as much as energy-dense lithium-ion cells. Hydrogen stores more energy per unit mass than any other fuel, but its low mass density limits its value as a transportation energy storage method.
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In terms of power, the process of refueling delivers energy at extraordinary rates. For example, if a fuel tank with capacity of 60L is filled in five minutes, the effective energy transfer rate is 6MW. With batteries, rates are limited, and mass power density is an important figure of merit. Conventional batteries are hard pressed to deliver more than 500W/kg, and even the best designs are unlikely to deliver more than 1000W/kg. Power density is often a key limiting factor in hybrid vehicle design. A hybrid design rated for 100kW of peak power would require at least 200kg of batteries just to support this energy rate.

Force requirements for automobiles can be computed from well-known relationships [6]. Table 2 lists several computed results, based on methods in [6], for a conventional car and estimated for the General Motors EV1 electric commuter vehicle. The results show a wide gulf between continuous power requirements under benign conditions and peak power requirements for aggressive acceleration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Need, 1800kg car</th>
<th>Need, EV1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Move on 25% grade road</td>
<td>4600N thrust 100km/h cruise, level 11kW</td>
<td>3800N 8kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain 100 km/h, 36kW 5% grade</td>
<td></td>
<td>29kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak acceleration, 0-95 km/h (time)</td>
<td>80kW (12s)</td>
<td>102 kW (11s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pinnacle of electric vehicle redevelopment has been the General Motors EV1, a two-seat electric sports car with exceptional performance. A view is provided in Fig. 1 [7]. Although this vehicle generated wide interest and consumer demand, it was never seriously marketed by General Motors. The vehicles were recalled when difficulties appeared with the battery chargers, and apparently nearly all have since been destroyed by the manufacturer.

The EV1 showed the promise of modern electric vehicle designs:

- A small induction motor was able to deliver 102 kW in a tight traction package, and set a new standard for traction power-to-weight ratio.
- supported smooth operation and high torque. A modified EV1 set the land speed record for electric vehicles.
- A paddle-style contactless charging system showed new ways to manage electrical safety.

- Energy recovery during braking was smooth and efficient.
- Consumers who tested the car were invariably impressed by the performance, quietness, and smooth operation.

The drawback was the heavy battery pack. Even with almost 600kg of batteries, the typical range was less than 150km. Although this range is adequate for many commuters, it was thought to be too low for mass markets.

Improvements in lithium-ion batteries are encouraging further consideration of all-electric cars [8]. Even the best batteries, however, are unlikely to store more than 300 W-hr/kg (about 1000kJ/kg). In principle, lithium batteries support most commuting needs. If rapid recharge becomes feasible, long trips might be within reach of the technology, but for the foreseeable future, energy storage remains the limiting factor for electric cars.

Since the force and power requirements in Table II are not especially difficult for electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles seek to apply electric drives but store energy as a liquid fuel. Good hybrid vehicle designs today can achieve approximately double the fuel economy of equivalent conventional cars. Perhaps more significant is the impact on tailpipe emissions. A hybrid design has at least five characteristics that reduce emissions:

1. The engine can be smaller since the electric motor can assist during peak requirements.
2. The engine can shut off when the car stops.
3. The engine can be controlled to operate only near an optimum emissions condition.
4. Stored battery energy can be used to prepare the emission system for cold starts.
5. Braking energy can be recovered and stored.

In addition, efficient engines not well-suited to direct use can be applied. The Toyota Prius, for instance, uses an Atkinson Cycle engine that is slightly more efficient than a conventional Otto Cycle engine. Some test vehicles have used even more efficient Brayton Cycle engines.

The combined effect of these characteristics yields a large impact on emissions. The Toyota Prius achieved “Super Ultra Low Emission Vehicle” (SULEV) status when it entered North American markets in 2000. The SULEV requirements result in about 90% reduction in hydrocarbon emissions, and substantial reductions in oxides of nitrogen and even carbon dioxide.

III. ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL OPPORTUNITIES

It is well known that median daily automobile usage is less than 50 km. Given the inherent flexibility, high efficiency, and other advantages of electric drives, there is incentive to use all-electric vehicles to satisfy most daily driving needs. Since 50 km usually represents a round-trip distance, a car with a range of just 40 km – well within the typical range of the EV1 – could cover far more than half of actual driving. From a marketing perspective, such a vehicle, with less than 10% of the range of a typical car, would be too risky. The possibilities motivate the concept...
of a “plug-in hybrid”, a vehicle with electric range of 20-50 km and a hybrid system to deliver long range when the need arises. Such a vehicle would offload a large percentage of transportation energy to the electricity grid, with associated benefits.

Plug-in hybrids are associated with many opportunities for engineering advances in both electrical and mechanical arenas. On the electrical side, these vehicles would stimulate price-based utility metering to control electrical demand. The right process could improve load factor substantially on the grid. Other opportunities include intelligent battery chargers that could provide the longest possible battery life, intelligent grid interfaces that could allow battery energy to support a utility under emergency conditions, and system-level controls to minimize overall energy consumption. Challenges in power electronics in particular offer nearly unlimited opportunity in this context.

On the mechanical side, the flexibility, fast dynamics, and high-fidelity torque control capabilities of electric drives open many new possibilities. An early prototype [9] used fast motor control to eliminate the clutch in a manual transmission. Such a process provides an opportunity for intelligent gearboxes that enhance drive train efficiency and performance. For example, the capabilities of an electric drive are greatly extended if a three-speed gearbox is provided. Another emerging development is the integrated starter-alternator [10], in which all or part of the electric drive in a hybrid is closely coupled to the engine. Still others include opportunities when two separate drive motors are used, opportunities to incorporate flywheels, and even ways to use electric machines to counteract torque pulses from the engine [11].

Regardless of whether a vehicle is electric or hybrid, an important combined electrical and mechanical opportunity lies in increased use of electromechanical devices as part of the overall system. Electric power steering [12], water pumps, air conditioning compressors, and other major accessories enhance system efficiency while improving performance. Looking further into the future [13-16], electromechanical devices such as valve actuators will enhance the performance of engines themselves.

IV. FUEL CELL OPPORTUNITIES

Fuel cells act like “flow-through” batteries, providing an electrochemical potential when fuel (generally hydrogen) is present. Fuel cell vehicles are sometimes discussed as a long-term electric vehicle technology that overcomes the limitations of batteries. In the automotive size range, fuel cells are expected to be about 50% efficient in converting from fuel to electrical output [17]. This contrasts with the typical 20% efficiency or less in a modern car. Hybrids can improve the conventional situation by making more effective use of the engine, since a high-quality diesel engine with electric generator load can exceed 40% efficiency. But fuel cells remain of special interest because they offer the potential of carbon-free transportation processes.

Although fuel cells resemble batteries in many ways, they have distinctive characteristics unlike those of typical secondary (rechargeable) batteries. A simulated voltage-current characteristics for a proton-exchange-membrane (PEM) fuel cell is shown in Fig. 2. It illustrates two of the differences. First, the voltage shows wide variation over the operating range. A power converter designed for a fuel cell must cope with a 2:1 voltage range or more. Second, the curve depends on fuel flow. To use fuel effectively and achieve high efficiency, fuel delivery must be adjusted based on the electrical load.

The latter characteristic gives rise to a third major difference: practical fuel cells have slow response times, often on the order of seconds or minutes, in response to electrical load changes. In a vehicle, this means that batteries or other fast storage devices must be present to handle transients. A fuel cell vehicle thus becomes a type of hybrid car, in which a fuel cell takes the place of the engine but the rest of the system is unchanged.

The development of fuel cells continues. Many of the challenges are in materials engineering. PEM fuel cells, for example, rely on their membrane as the primary chemical exchange mechanism. Today’s membranes can be compromised by impurities such as CO and hydrocarbons, and purity of the hydrogen fuel becomes a major limitation. Membranes that can function over the full life of a car remain a challenge.

Power electronics is a central issue for fuel cells. A converter such as the one in Fig. 3 is needed for fuel cell conversion. Like any switching converter, this circuit operates at relatively high frequency to reduce the size of the magnetic. Techniques to interface fuel cells with the batteries or capacitors needed to operate the complete system are the subject of active research at many places.

V. COMMERCIAL HYBRIDS

An integrated starter-alternator (ISA) of sufficient size allows the engine to be stopped and started conveniently during stopped traffic. If the ISA is large enough to permit energy recovery during braking, the combined
A more sophisticated parallel hybrid system can be found in the Toyota Prius (Fig. 5) and the more recent Ford Escape hybrids [19]. In this system, the engine and primary electric machine are connected through a sun-planet gear set. This provides a degree of independence between the two energy sources.

The diesel-electric drive train is an example of a series hybrid vehicle architecture. In a system of this type, the multiple energy resources are brought together in electrical form. This has the advantage of decoupling the engine from vehicle performance, since the engine drives a generator rather than an axle. The Toyota and Ford drive trains achieve a degree of operation in this regard by providing a second electric machine to serve as a generator. Series designs offer energy source flexibility. Fuel cell vehicles, for example, are series hybrids. Turbine-generator series hybrids have also been constructed.

VI. CONCLUSION

Electric vehicles were common a century ago, an hybrid designs also appeared in the early 1900s. Thanks to recent innovations in power electronics and electric drives, electric and hybrid cars are reappearing. These vehicles offer significant technical challenges in electrical, mechanical, and materials engineering topics. The anticipated introduction of fuel cell cars offers opportunities for a range of technology advances. Today’s hybrid cars use self-contained ISA and parallel architectures. Plug-in hybrids that support short-range driving from electrical energy are expected in the next few years.
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Novel ZVS Three-Phase PFC Converters and Zero-Voltage-Switching Space Vector Modulation (ZVS-SVM) Control
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Abstract – In three-phase PFC converter, there exist severe switch anti-parallel diode reverse recovery problems. The effective measures of Compound Active-clamping and Minimal Voltage Active-clamping techniques in single phase PFC are extended to three-phase PFC. A family of Active-clamping ZVS soft switching PFC converter is derived. They can effectively suppress the diode reverse recovery and realize ZVS for all the switches. In order to reduce the number of switching for the auxiliary switch. A ZVS space vector modulation (ZVS-SVM) is proposed. The switching frequency of the main switch and the auxiliary switch is fixed. In the proposed circuit only one auxiliary switch is needed, which can realize ZVS for all the switches. At the same time the input current waveform is improved. One DSP controlled 4kW ZVS Compound Active-clamping PFC converter prototype is implemented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Six-switch three-phase boost rectifier is one of the preferred topology for implementing the active input-current shaping in three-phase AC-DC converter. It has several advantages such as lower current stress, high efficiency, and small input EMI filter. However, the anti-parallel diodes of all the switches in the rectifier experience reverse recovery problem which will cause severe switching loss, high di/dt and EMI problems. The anti-parallel diode reverse recovery loss is one of the main losses in the six-switch boost rectifier [1].

For passing years, many works about soft switching for three-phase rectifier or inverter have been undertaken to solve the diode reverse recovery problem. The DC-rail ZVT boost rectifier proposed in [2] adopts a DC-rail diode and a ZVT branch to suppress the diode reverse recovery and to realize the ZVS of the main switches. However the auxiliary switch is hard switching. The auxiliary resonant commutated pole (ARCP) converter put the soft-switching circuit at the ac side to reduce the auxiliary circuit conduction loss and facilitate bi-directional power flow. However it needs six extra auxiliary switches to realize the soft switching [3]. The resonant dc link (RDCL) proposed in [4][5] has the simplified topology. However the switches in RDCL converter suffer from high voltage stress (about 2.5 times the output voltage). The active clamped RDCL in [6] has a low voltage stress (about 1.3 ~ 1.4 times the output voltage). Instead of using PWM control, RDCL and ACRDCL converters have to use discrete pulse modulation (DPM), which normally causes undesirable sub-harmonics. DPM requires the dc-link resonating frequency to be several times higher than the switching frequency of the PWM converter for the same current spectral performance [1][6].

In this paper, the concept of Compound Active-clamping and Minimal-voltage Active-clamping [9][10] in single phase PFC is extended to three-phase PFC. A family of Active-clamping ZVS three-phase PFC is proposed. To suppress the diode reverse recovery of the three-phase switch, a novel zero voltage switching space vector modulation (ZVS-SVM) for the Active-clamping ZVS three-phase PFC is proposed. The switching frequency of both the main switches and the auxiliary switch is fixed. The switching frequency of the auxiliary switch is equal to that of the main switches. The diode reverse recovery of the switch anti-parallel diode is suppressed and all the switches can be turned on under zero voltage condition. The voltage stress on the switches is much lower than that on the RDCL and the ACRDCL converters.

A 4kW DSP (TMS320F2407A) controlled Compound Active-clamping ZVS Three-Phase PFC is built to verify the theory.

II. NOVEL ZVS THREE-PHASE PFC CONVERTER FAMILY

In single phase PFC converter, there also exists severe diode reverse recovery problem. In the passing years, there are many significant works to solve the diode reverse recovery problem [7]-[10]. Among them, the Compound Active-clamping (CAC) and Minimum-voltage Active-clamping (MVAC) techniques can effectively suppress the diode reverse recovery and create ZVS for both the main switch and the auxiliary switch. Fig.1 and Fig.2. show the CAC and MVAC PFC converters separately. The key ideas of these two Active-clamping soft-switching techniques are as follows:

1. An inductor is placed in series with the diode and the main switch. The inductor can suppress the diode reverse recovery and reduce the diode reverse recovery related loss.
2. A clamping branch composed of one clamping capacitor and one auxiliary switch is placed in parallel with the inductor, thus it can clamp the voltage stress of the inductor when the main switch turns off. The auxiliary circuit can also help to realize ZVS for the two switches.
In three-phase PFC, the diode reverse recovery problem in every phase is similar to that in single-phase PFC. Thus we extend the concept of Active-clamping techniques to three-phase PFC, and can get Compound Active-clamping three-phase PFC converters that are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

These two kinds of ZVS three-Phase PFC can suppress the diode reverse recovery and realize ZVS for all the switches. However, the topology needs three extra switches.

Fig. 5 shows the CAC ZVS three-phase PFC converters, Fig. 6 shows the MV AC ZVS three-phase PFC converters.

The ZVS PDC converters in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 use only one auxiliary switch, one resonant inductor and one clamping capacitor. Since in most time of a switching cycle, the auxiliary switch is conducting, there is generally enough energy circulating in the auxiliary branch. When the auxiliary switch is turned off, the current in the resonant inductor will discharge the parallel capacitors of the main switches, then the main switches can be turned on under zero voltage condition. When the main switches are turned on, the resonant inductor can suppress the reverse recovery current of the anti-parallel diode of the opposite switch in the same pole.

Although the topology is the same as that of ACRDCL converter, the control pattern is quite different. To suppress the diode reverse recovery for the switches in three phase. Special control methods should be taken. In this paper, a novel Zero-Voltage-Switching Space Vector Modulation (ZVS-SVM) is proposed. Under the ZVS-
SVM control, all the diode reverse recovery of the switch anti-parallel diodes are suppressed and all the switches can be turned on under zero voltage condition. The switching frequency of both the main switches and the auxiliary switch are fixed. The switching frequency of the auxiliary switch is equal to that of the main switches.

Among the three-phase PFC converters, the VIENNA rectifier employs only three active switches and can achieve good current quality. However there also exists severe diode reverse recovery problem that limit the switching frequency of the VIENNA rectifier. In this paper, the concepts of Compound Active-clamping and Minimal-voltage Active-clamping are extended into the VIENNA rectifier and two kinds of ZVS VIENNA rectifies are got. Fig. 7 shows the CAC ZVS VIENNA rectifier and Fig. 8 shows the MVAC VIENNA rectifier.

III. ZERO VOLTAGE SWITCHING SPACE VECTOR MODULATION (ZVS-SVM)

In space vector modulation scheme, the phase voltage waveform and voltage space vector definition are shown in Fig. 9. V0 to V7 are the eight different switching states in the converter operation. In ZVS SVM, the whole utility cycle is divided into 12 sectors.

In three-phase PFC, since there are three legs in the main bridge, the auxiliary switch must be activated three times per switching cycle if the switches in the three legs are modulated asynchronously. Actually in one sector the switch states of the phase with the highest current is fixed, only other two phases need to be considered about the diode reverse recovery suppressing and ZVS condition. If the switches in the other two phases are so controlled that the turn on time of the other two phase switches is synchronized, the diode reverse recoveries of them can be coped with at the same time. Thus the auxiliary switch need only to operate once in one switching cycle to resonate the DC bus to zero and create ZVS condition for the two phase switches and suppress the diode recoveries of both phases. Thus the auxiliary switch can work at the same frequency with the main switches.

Since the operation of the converter is symmetrical in every 30°, to understand the operation of the circuit, we assume that the converter is operating in sector 2 as an instance where input current Ia>0, Ic<0 and Ib<0. There are three switch states in one switching cycle, as shown in Fig. 10. The three switch states are state 100, state 111 and state 110. The equivalent circuits of these three states are shown in Fig. 11. In this sector, phase A has the highest input voltage and the highest input current. Switch S1 is always on while switch S4 is always off in sector 2. The switches in the other two phases are controlled in the PWM manner. According to the proposed ZVS-SVM scheme, the switch S3 and S5 are to be turned on simultaneously when switching state 100 changes to state 111.

In state 100, although the driving singles of S1, S6 and S2 are effective, it is the anti-parallel diodes of S1, S6 and S2 being conducting. If the rectifier state is changing from 100 to 111, switch S3 and S5 will starts to conduct while the anti-parallel diodes of S6 and S2 will turn off. During the commutation from the lower-leg diodes to the upper-leg diodes to the upper-leg switches there exist diode reverse recovery problems. In state 100, switch S7 is conducting and the current in the resonant inductor Lr is increasing. The energy stored in the resonant inductor can help to realize ZVS for both switch S3 and S5 in the transition from state 100 to 111.

In state 111, the energy in the input inductor is increasing while the current in the resonant inductor Lr is charging the clamping capacitor Cc. Later the current in Lr changes its direction.

In he state transition from 111 to 110, switch S5 is turned off, the current in input inductor Lc will charge S5’s paralleled capacitor and discharge S2’s paralleled capacitor. Thus S5 is ZVS turned off. Once the voltage on S5 decrease to zero, S2’s anti-parallel diode starts to conduct. Therefore the current naturally transfers from S5 to S2’s anti-parallel diode.

In the state transition from 110 to 100, S3 is turned off, the current in input inductor Lb will charge S3’s paralleled capacitor and discharge S6’s paralleled capacitor. Thus S3 is ZVS turned off. Once the voltage on S3 decrease to zero, S6’s anti-parallel diode starts to conduct. Therefore the current naturally transfers from S5 to S2’s anti-parallel diode.
Thus with the ZVS-SVM control the ZVS Active-clamping three-phase PFC can realize ZVS for all the switches and suppress all the diode reverse recovery. The switching frequency of the auxiliary switch is equal to that of the main switch.

The steady-state and key waveforms of the CAC ZVS three-phase PFC are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 respectively. The switching cycle can be divided into 8 stages.

**Stage 1 (t0-t1):** In this stage, S1, S2, S6 and the auxiliary switch S7 is on. The energy in input inductor is sending to the output. The current in resonant inductor Lr increases at the rate of
\[
\frac{di_r}{dt} = \frac{V_{cc}}{L_r}
\]  

(1)

**Stage 2 (t1-t2):** In t1, S7 is turned off, the resonant inductor \(L_r\) will discharge the main switch S3, S5, S4's paralleling capacitors C3, C4, C5. At time t2, the voltages on these capacitors decrease to zero and the anti-parallel diode of these main switches start to conduct. Then S3 and S5 can be turned on with zero voltage switching. At time t2 the voltage on S7 reaches \(V_o + V_{cc}\).

**Stage 3 (t2-t3):** From this stage, the anti-parallel diode of S6 and S2 experience diode reverse recovery. Due to the existence of the resonant inductor \(L_r\), the diode reverse recovery is suppressed. At time t3, the current of the anti-parallel diodes of both switch S6 and S2 drop to zero.

**Stage 4 (t3-t4):** At t3, the voltage on S6 and S2 start to rise. \(L_r\), \(C_2\), \(C_6\) and \(C_7\) start to resonate. The voltage on S7 starts to decrease. At t4, the voltage on S7 decreases to zero, and the anti-parallel diode of S7 start to conduct. S7 can be ZVS turn on.

**Stage 5 (t4-t5):** At t4, the diode reverse recovery process completes. The circuit enters the state 111. The main switch S1, S3, S5 and the auxiliary switch S7 are on. The resonant inductor is charging the clamping capacitor \(C_c\).

**Stage 6 (t5-t6):** At t5, the main switch S5 is turned off. Since the existence of \(C_5\) and \(C_2\), it is ZVS turn off. The input inductor \(L_b\) will charge \(C_5\) and discharge \(C_2\).

**Stage 7 (t6-t7):** At t6, the voltage on S2 decrease to zero, the anti-parallel diode starts to conduct. S2 can be ZVS turn on. The circuit enters state 110. The lasting time is decided by the SVM control.

**Stage 8 (t7-t8):** At t7, the main switch S3 is turned off, since the existence of \(C_3\) and \(C_6\), it is ZVS turn off. The input inductor \(L_b\) will charge \(C_3\) and discharge \(C_6\). At t8, the voltage on S6 decrease to zero, the anti-parallel diode starts to conduct. S6 can be ZVS turn on. The circuit enters state 100. After t8, the next switching cycle starts again.

**Fig. 12:** Operation stages of CAC ZVS PFC

**Fig. 13:** Steady-state waveforms of the proposed converter

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF CAC ZVS THREE-PHASE PFC CONVERTER

In every switching cycle there are three switching states, if we still take sector 2 as an example, the three states are 100-111-110. The duration of the three states can be
expressed as T1, T0, and T2, where T is the operation period.

\[ T_1 = \sqrt{3} \frac{U_{dc}}{E_{ac}} T \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{3} - \theta_r \right) \]  
(2)

\[ T_2 = \sqrt{3} \frac{U_{dc}}{E_{ac}} T \sin \theta_r \]  
(3)

\[ T_0 = T - T_1 - T_2 \]  
(4)

A. Voltage stress on the switches

The maximum voltage stresses on the switches is

\[ V_{max} = V_s + V_{Cc} \]

\[ L_r \left( I_s T_1 + \left| I_s T_2 + V_r \sqrt{3C + C_s} \right| \right) = \frac{V_s + V_{Cc}}{T} \]  
(5)

In sector 2, the voltage stresses on the switches vs. the output voltage are shown in Fig.. The switch voltage stresses are only a little higher than the output voltage.

\[ V_{Cc} \]  

B. Soft switching condition

The auxiliary switch is always zero-voltage turn-on condition. However the main switches satisfy zero-voltage turn-on condition when there is enough energy stored in resonant inductor to discharge the paralleling capacitor of the main switches. The zero-voltage switching condition for the main switch is:

\[ 2I_s \frac{T_1}{T} + 2I_s \frac{T_2}{T} = \frac{K \cdot V_{Ce(on)}}{L_r}, T > 0 \]  
(6)

(0 < k < 1)

Where \( V_{Ce(on)} \) is the conduction voltage drop of the auxiliary switch. It is easy to achieve soft switching in the ZVS-SVM scheme.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A 4 kW prototype of the ZVS-SVM controlled CAC PFC converter, as shown in Fig.5 (a), is built to verify the theory, which is controlled by DSP (TMS320F2407A). The parameters of the circuit are: phase voltage \( V_{in}=220\text{Vac} \), output voltage \( V_o=620\text{Vdc} \), \( L=12\text{mH} \), \( L_r=80\mu\text{H} \), \( C_c=45\mu\text{F} \). The parallel capacitors of the switches are \( C_1=C_2=\ldots=C_7=2nF \). The operation frequency \( f=12.8\text{kHz} \). The main switches, S1–S6: IRGPH50K. The auxiliary switch S7: CT60AM-20F.

Fig. shows the input voltage and the input current. The harmonic spectrum of the input current is shown in Fig..

The measured Power factor is 0.998 and the THD is 3.295%.
The efficiency of the ZVS PFC rectifier is shown in Fig. 20. The efficiency of a hard switching counterpart is also shown in Fig. 20.

**Fig. 20: Current of Lr and voltage on clamping capacitor**

VII. CONCLUSION

A family of Active-Clamping ZVS Three-Phase PFC is proposed. A specially designed ZVS-SVM for the soft switching PFC converter is proposed too. It can suppress all the diode reverse recovery, meanwhile creating soft-switching condition for both the main switches and the auxiliary switch. The switching frequency is fixed, and the auxiliary switch works at the same frequency with other switches, thus the rectifier can work at higher frequency. The voltage stress in the Active-clamping ZVS Three-Phase PFC is lower. It is suitable for high-density rectifier application.
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